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Abstract 

In this thesis, we study the averaging problem for multivalued stochastic differential 

equations and for stochatic differential equations driven by double stochastic integrals. 

The averaging principle consists in showing that the solution of a differential equation 

whose coefficients are pertubed by a pro cess describing a fast motion can be approxi

amted by that of sorne unperturbed system obtained by averaging out the fluctuations 

arising from the fast motion. This principle play an important role in celestial mechanics, 

oscillation theory, radiophysic and in many others areas. The first mathematical rigorous 

justification of this principle go back to Bogolyubov (1945). Later on, this principle has 

attracted much attention of many researchers and nowdays it is a regular area of research. 

In this work, Chapter 1 deals with a brief historical overview of previous works. 

In Chapter 2, we extend a result of Liptser and Stoyanov (1990) to reflected stochastic 

differential equations whose sol ution is constrained 1,0 stay in the domain of a convexe 

function. 

Chapter 3 is devoted 1,0 the averaging principle for doube Itô stochastic differential 

equations. Vnder sorne conditions introduced in Hashemi and Heunis (1998), we prove 

that the solution of the pertubed equation can be approximated in L 2 by that of the 

averaged one. We hope that the L2-convergence can be improved to almost sure one. 

In an Appendix , we co11ect sorne results needed in Chapter 3. 
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Résumé 

Dans cette thèse, on étudie le problème de moyennisation pour les équations différen

tielles stochastiques multivoques ainsi que pour les équations différentielles stochastiques 

dirigées par des intégrales stochastiques doubles. Le principe de moyennisation consiste à 

approcher la solution d'une équation différentielle dont les coefficients sont pertubés par 

un processus décrivant un mouvement rapide, par celle de l'équation obtenue en moyen

nisant les coefficients, ce qui a pour effet de faire disparaître les oscillations dùes au 

processus pertubateur. Ce principe joue un rôle très important en mécanique céleste, en 

théorie des oscillations, en radiophysique et dans d'autres domaines. La première justifi

cation mathématique rigoureuse de ce principe est dùe à Bogolyubuv (1945). Depuis son 

introduction, le principe de moyennisation a attiré l'attention de nornbrelDc chercheurs 

et constitue aujourd'hui un domaine de recherche très actif. 

Dans ce travail, le Chapitre 1 est consacré à un bref aperçu historique des travaux 

antéri eurs. 

Dans le Chapitre 2, nous étendons un résultat de Liptser et Stoyanov (1990) aux 

équations différentielles stochastiques réfléchies dont la solution est contrainte à rester 

dans le domaine d'une fonction convexe. 

Le Chapitre 3 traite du principe de moyennisation pour les équations différentielles 

stochastiques doubles d'Itô. Sous des conditions introduites dans Hashemi et Heunis 

(1998), nous établissoI1'3 une convergence dans L 2 de la solution de l'équation de dé

part vers celle de l'équation moyennisée. Nous espérons plus tard pouvoir remplacer la 

convergence en probabilité par une convergence presque sûre. 

Dans un Appendice, nous avons rassemblé quelques résultats dont nous avons besoin 

dans le Chapitre 3. 
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Chapter 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

Let us consider the differential equation perturbed by a function çt, t > 0, assuming 

values in ]Rd : 

(1.1 ) 

where a(x, y) is a function jointly continuous in its two arguments. If the function a(x, y) 

does not increase too fast, then it is clear that (Z[k~o converges in any reasonable sense 

to the constant xo. Thus, one may ask the following question: 

How to transform the time-parameter tin order to get a nondegenerate limit function? 

To this end, it is convenient to put 

xe - Ze 
t - tfe' 

Then the equation (1.1) becomes 

(1.2) 

Indeed, the behaviour of Z[ on time intervals of order is usually of main interest 

because over such intervals occur significant changes in system (l.I). For example, exit 

from the neighbourhood of an equilibrium position or of a periodic trajectory. The study 
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of the system (1.1) on interval of the form [0, Tic] is equivalent to that of system (1.2) 

on finite interval [0, Tl. 
The averaging principle consists in showing that the solution XE of the perturbed 

system can be approxirnated by the solution of some unperturbed system as é goes to 

zero. 

Although the averaging principle has long been applied to problems of celestial me

chanics, oscillation theory and radiophysics (see Arnold 1975), no mathematically rigor

ous justification of it had existed for a long time. The first generaI result in this area was 

obtained by Bogolyubov (1945), Gikhman (1952), Krasnosel'skii and Krein (1955) who 

studied the averaging principle for ordinary differential equation: 

Xf = F(X[, tlé), xg = xo. (1.3) 

They proved the following: If the function F(x, t) is Lipchitz continuous in x uniformly 

with respect to t, bounded and 

liT lim F(x, t)dt 
T--4+oo T 0 

F'(x) (1.4) 

exists unifonnly in then the solution XE of (1.3) converges to the solution of the 

unpertubed system 

\\le refer the reader to Bogolyubov and Zubarev (1955), Bogolyubov and Mitropolskii 

(1961), Volosov (1962), Neishtadt (1975, 1976) and Sanders and Verhulst (1985), for a 

detail survey of these results and rnany extensions. 

After the pioneers, several authors dealt with the averaging problem. Thus, nowdays, 

several extensions and connected problems can be found in the litterature. For exam

pIe, stochastic versions of Bogolyubov classical averaging principle has been developed. 

Freidlin and Wentzell (1979) treated the averaging problem for stochastic differential 
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il 

Pardoux and Veretennikov (1997), Es-saky and Ouknine (2001) and Boufoussi et al. 

(2002) used the connection of partial differential equations with backward stochastic 

differential equations to study the averaging problem. 

Other directions of research on averaging principle can be found in the litterature. Let 

us mention for example, large deviations principle (see Freidlin 1978), Veretennikov (1990, 

1991, 1994, 2000)) and sorne applications of averaging principle to nonlinear filtering 

problem with contamination (see Kleptsina et al. 1997), stochastic control (see Liptser 

et al. 1996, 1999) and estimation problem of stochastic system (see Liptser and Spokoiny 

2000). 

Our contribution in the study of averaging principle consists in establishing an exten

sion of Liptser and Stoyanov (1990) result to multivalued stocha.'3tic differential equations 

and double Itô stochastic differential equations. This thesis is organized as follows. We 

begin by recalling in Chapter 1 sorne previous results on averaging principle. Chapter 2 

deals with the averaging problem for multivalued stochastic differential equations. Chap

ter 3 is devoted to the study of the case of double Itô stochastic differential equations. 

1.1 Averaging Principle for Ordinary DifferentiaI Equa

tions 

1.1.1 A veraging Princip le in Models without Diffusion 

Let us consider the system of ordinary differential equation in ]Rd 

xg =x, (1.5) 

where ç = (çth>-o is a function taking values in ]Rk and ê is a small numeric parameter. 

Let the function a(x, y) be bounded, continuous in x and y, and let it satisfy a 
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Lipschitz condition in x uniformly with respect to y : 

la(x,y) -a(x',y)l::; Llx xii. 

Let us assume that liT lim - a(x, çs)ds = a(x) 
T---'>oc T 0 

(1.6) 

exists for every x E IRd
. This Îs the case, for example, if çt is periodic or is a sum of 

periodic functions. 

We are going to give an heuristic pro of of the averaging principle (see Freidlin and 

\Ventzell 1984). 

The displacement of the trajectory Xi over a small time ~ can be written in the form 

X~ - x _ ft!. a(X:, çs/Jds 
Jo 

ft!. a(x, çS/é)ds + ft!. [a(X:, ÇS/ê) a(x, çs/Jlds Jo Jo 

~ (: [* a(X,,;,)dS) + p,(~). 

In view of (1.6), the coefficient of ~ in the first term of the right member converges to 

a(x) as Ë/D.. goes to zero. Since the function a(x,y) is bounded, we have IPé(~)1 ::; K~2. 

It follows that the displacement of the trajectory Xf over a small time differs from the 

displacement of the trajectory of the differential equation 

X o =x 

only by an infinitely small quantity compared to ~ as ~ ~ 0, ËI D.. ~ O. 

Now, let (çtk::o be a stochastic process. We 8.'3sume that there exists a vector field 

a,( x) such that 
T 

~ 1 a(x, çs)ds a(x), as T ~ +00. (1. 7) 
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Let us note that (1. 7) is satified if the pro cess (çt)t;~O is ergodic. In this case there exists 

a probability measure v on IRd such that 

a(x) = r a(x, y)v(dy). 
Jffi.d 

If in addition, (çtk:::o is a strictly stationnary pro cess then 

a(x) = JE [a(x, çJ] = JE [a(x, ça)]. 

U nder the convergence (1.7), we have 

sup IX~ - X t 1 .!, 0, 
t~T 

as é -; o. 

Let us give a sketch of pro of for (1.8). To this end let us put 

We have 

~~ = sup IX: - Xsl· 
s~t 

~é < t i
t 

la(X:,çs/J - a(Xs, çs/J 1 ds + li
t

[a(Xs,çs/é) - a(Xs)]dsl 

< K t ~~ds+ sup 1 r [a(Xu, çu/J - a(Xu)]dul· Jo s~t Jo 

By virtue of Gronwall inequality, we deduce that 

(1.8) 

The end of the proof is based on the fact that ( see Freidlin and Wentzell 1984, p. 48-51 

or Liptser and Shiryaev 1989): 

as é -; o. 
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Reunis and Kouritzin (1994) have irnproved the convergence in (1.8). They considered a 

randorn differerential equation 

where {F(x, t), t ~ O} is a strong rnixing process for each x and for each w, the function 

(x, t) ---t F(x, t, w) is regular enough to ensure the existence of a unique solution of this 

equation over 0 :s: t :s: T for aIl E > 0 . Under sorne conditions and replaeing (1.6) by 

liT lirn - lE[F(x, t)]dt 
T----.oo T 0 

F(x), 

they showed that 

Sllp lx: - xt! ~ 0, 
t'ST 

as E -t 0 

where X is the solution of the non-randorn averaged differential equation 

X o = xo· 

Now we give an application of the averaging principle in oscillation theory. 

Example: Van Der Pol equation : 

Let us consider the Van Der Pol equation : 

where E is a srnaIl nurnerical pararneter. 

This equation describes eorrectly the behavior of sorne electronie oseillators. When 

there is not a perturbation (E = 0), we obtain the equation of a harmonie oscillator 
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The solutions of this equation are Xt = r cos(wt + 0). 

Let us put Yt Xt, then we have Yt = -rwsin(wt + 0). So in the phase plane (x, x), 

the solutions of this equation are the ellipses Xt = r cos( wt + 0) ,Xt -rw sin( wt 0). 

In this case the phase point rotates with constant angular velocity w and the amplitude 

r does not change with time, it is determined only by the initial conditions. 

In the case with perturbation ( ê :f 0), let us put f(xt, Xt,t) = (1 x;)Xt. Here, in 

general rand B are not constant. Nevertheless, one may expect that the rate of change 

of them is small provided that é is small. 

We have 

{ 

1.;~ 
il t 

where <Pt = wt + O~ and 

1 
F1(s,1',t) = --f(1'coss,-1'sins,t)sins, F2 (s,r,t) 

w 

(1.9) 

~ f(1' cos s, -1' sin s, t) cos s. 
1'w 

Therefore, in the van der Pol variables (1', B) the Van Der Pol equation can be written 

as the form (1.5). If f(;r,y,t) does not depend explicitly on t, then F1(wt + B,1') and 

F2(wt+B, r) are periodic in t and condition (1.6) is satisfied. Then, the averaging princip le 

is applicable to system (1.9). vVe refer the reader to Bogolyubov and Mitropolski (1961) 

for details on this example. 

An averaging principle can be formulated in a more general situation. For example, 

Bogolyubov and Mitropolski (1961), Volosov (1962) and Neishtadt (1975, 1976) cons id

ered systems of the type 

XE o=X 

(1.10) 

The velo city of the trajectory çt has order é- 1 as é O. Therefore, the motion (çt)r:::o is 
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said to be fast. (Xf)t2:0 is called the slow motion. 

1.1.2 Averaging Principle in Models with Diffusion. 

Now, we eonsider stochastic differential equations with diffusion that is equations of the 

form 

Let us put Xi = Zi/ê' then the pro cess Xê = (Xf)t2:0 is solution of the equation 

where Wê = jËW./ê • 

We assume that (çt)t2:0 is a strictly stationary and ergodic process independent of 

the Wiener pro cess W, and the functions a (z, x), b( x) are measurable satisfying linear 

grmvth and Lipschitz conditions in x uniformly with respect to z. 

Under the assumptions given above, Liptser and Stoyanov (1990) proved that for any 

fixed T > 0 

sup lX: -
t<;T 

0, 

where the process (Xnt>o is the unique solution of the averaged equation 

with a(x) = IE(a(x, ço)). 

(1.11) 

Let us note that for each E > 0 the process (X;) t2:0 coincides in the sense of distri

butions with the pro cess (Xt)t2:0 which is the unique solution of the equation 

Under additional assumptions on the functions a and b and on the pro cess ç, they also 
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proved that the pro cess ~t: ~(X: - X;) converges in the distribution sense as f ----t 0 

to a stochastic process Y which is solution of the following equation 

where Hf is sorne Wiener pro cess , a'(x) = [a,~(x,~o)], a/and b'are respectively the 

derivatives of a, and b, and 

This seeond result provides a seeond-order approximation of the process XE: and ean be 

regard as a functional central limit theorem. 

Later, by strengthening the ergodicity eondition on ~ to that of strong mixing, 

Rashemi and Reunis (1998) showed that the convergenee in probability ean be improved 

to almost sure convergence. When b 0, such a result is in Liptser and Shiryaev (1989) 

but with a stationary ergodic process ~. 

Let us note that it is possible to pertube also the diffusion coeffieient by the proeess~. 

In this case, one ean prove only weak convergenee rather than eonvergence in probability 

(see Kashminskii 1966,1968) or the books of Freidlin and Wentzell (1984, pages 263-269) 

and Freidlin (1985, section 4.3). 

One can also consider more general systems as in (1.10) but with diffusion as weil 

in the slow motion as the fast one (see Veretennikov 1991). The averaging principle for 

Volterra equations wa..,> studied by Kleptsyna (1996). 
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1.2 Averaging Principle for Stochastic Partial Dif-

ferential Equations 

In this section we study the behavior as E --t a of solution of boundary value problems 

for elliptic or parabolic differential equations with a small parameter. 

Let us consider for example, the Cauchy problem 

in the region ]Rd x [0, +00). Let 

11T - 1 loT lim - aij(x, s)ds, bi(x) =, .lim T bi(x, s)ds 
T --->00 0 l --+00 ,0 

c(x) liT - 11T 
- c(x, s)ds, d(x) = lim - d(x, s)ds 
T 0 T--too T 0 

and consider the average equation 

d 

ou L -+ os i,j=l 

02U ~- ou -
(x) 00 . + Lt bi(x) ~ . + c(x)u + d(x) = O. 

X Z xJ. UX t z=l 

Let the coefficients of these equations satis(y conditions: 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(Cl). The matrix ((aij)) is non-negative definite for (x, s) E ]Rd X [0, +00), and aU 

coefficients are continuous with respect to (x, s), are bounded for s > a and are 

sufficiently smooth so that solutions to equations (1.12) and (1.14) exist. 

(C2). The limits in (1.13) are uniform in x 

(C3). All coefficients are uniformly continuous x with respect to (x, s) E ]Rd X [0, +00). 

(C4). A solution of the Cauchy problem (1.14) exists. 
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Khasminskii (196;1) proved the following 

Theorem 1.1 Let conditions (Cl)-(C4) be satisfied, let ue;(~r, s) be a solution of equa

tion (1.12) in the region I[{d x (0, Tic), satisfying the condition 

lim uE(x, s) = f(x), 
S-->T/E 

where f( x) is a continuous bounded function in I[{d. Let v( x, s) be a solution of equation 

(1.14) in the region I[{d x (0, T) sal-isfying the condit'ion v(x, T) f(x). Then 

lim 
E-+O 

sup .IUE(X,~)-v(x,s)I=O. 
x(O,T) c 

Let us mention that other versions of the A veraging Principle for stochastic partial 

differential equation have been studied: 

Makhno (1980) and Bondarev (1990) studied stochastic PDEs: For any (t,x) E 

(0, +00) X I[{d 

c[Lt,xX"(t, x)dt + A(t, x, X,,(t, x))dt + 2::=1 Œi(t, x, XE(t, x))dvVi(t)] 

'f?(x) 
(1.15) 

where c is a small parameter, and 

The averaging princip le for equation (1.15) wa.o;;; justified in the first paper and an expcr 

nential estimate for the deviations of the solution to PDE (1.15) from the solution of the 

determinate averaged equation is obtained in the last one. 
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Let us note that the averaged equation is 

{ 

8U 
75i(t, x) 

U(O, x) 

where 

Lxu + A(x, U(t, x)) 

'f?(x) 

with the coefficients defined as in (1.13). 

Recently, averaging principle for random operators received great attentions. For ex

ample, Kleptsyna and Piatnitski (2002) considered non-selfadjoint parabolic equations 

with random evolution. They dealt with parabolic operators involving rapidly oscillating 

random in time and periodic in spatial variables coefficients that is the Cauchy problem 

8u E 

8t (x, t) 

'li," (x, 0) 

where (çtk>o is a stationary ergodic pro cess taking values in]Rd. 

This kind of equations was previously investigated by Campillo et al. (2001) who 

considered the asymptotic behaviour of the solution of the following cauchy problem: for 

any (x, t) E ]Rd X [0, Tl 

[
X] 1 .X 

div a(ê,çt/E<»VUE(t,x) + êl!\~C(~)çt!E<»u"(t,x) 

'uo(x) 

where 0: is a parameter. 

The case ofnonlinear operator was treated by Pardoux and Piatnitski (2001). lndeed, 

they studied the equation 

8_u"-,--(t_, x-,--') _ 8a
ij (~ç ) 8u

E 
(t' ,) ~ (~ t ()) 1':(0) ( ) - t/2 x+ 9 ,<"t/2, t,x, u ,X=UoX. 8t 8Xi ê' . E 8x j' ê ê E 
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1.3 Averaging Principle for Backward Stochastic Dif-

ferential Equations 

Backward stochastic differential equations (BSDEs) has been introduced by Pardoux 

and Peng (1990) in order to give a probabilistic representation of solutions of nonlinear 

PDEs. Thanks to this connection between the two theories, one can expect that averaging 

principle for PDEs could be obtained via that of BSDEs .. It seems that the first result 

using this idea is due to Pardoux and Veretennikov (1996). They considered the averaging 

problem of BSDE's where the coefficient in front of the Brownian motion do es not enter 

the nonlinear term. This corresponds to semilinear PDE's where the non-linear term is 

a function of the solution, not of its gradient. 

More precisely, let us consider 

K(X2,E)dH1 X2,E - x2 
t ,vVil 0 - 0 

where XI,E E ]Rd, X 2,E E ]RI, F, a, H, K are measurable functions with values in ]Rd,]RI 

and ]Rd ]RI correspondently, (TVt)t>ois an l-dimensional Wiener process. 

Assume that the coefficients F, a, H, K are periodic (of period one in each direction) 

functions of the variable X2, so that the the pro cess (X;,Ek:~o can be considered as taking 

values in the l-dimensional torus Tl. 

We also make a serie of assumptions (see Pardoux and Veretennikov 1996) which imply 

among others things that the pro cess (X;,E)t~O admits a unique invariant probability 

measure Il- on Tl, 
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and XI,é converges in distribution to a d-dimensional diffusion processXI with generator 

where 

aij(xl) f [Fi(Xl,X2)Jj (XI,X2) + Fj (Xl,X2)Ji (Xl,X2)] {t( dX2), Jr1 

bi(xd = f Gi (Xl,X2){t(dx2) + f (F(XI,X2), 'Vxj Ji (Xl,X2)) {t( dX2) Jr1 JTl 

L2 being the inifinitesimal generator of the diffusion pro cess (X;,éh;?:o in case ê = 1. 

Therefore, there exists a d-dimensional Brownian motion {Et, t 2:: O} such that 

1 

where a(xI) = [a(xd1 2 . 

By using averagÎng principle for the semi-linear BSDE 

the authors solved an averaging problem for the semi-linear PDE 

aué 

at (t,x) 

ué(O, x) 

t"ué(t,x) + f(x,u(t,x)), 0:;; t:;; T, xE IRd+1 

g(xd,x E IRd+l, 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

where té denote the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion process (Xl,é, X 2,é)t;?:O i.e. 
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Let us note that the corrresponding averaged equations for (1.16) and (1.17)are 

and 

au 
at (t, x) 

u(O,x) 

where 

lu(t,x) + ](x,u(t,x)), 0::; t::; T, x E]Rd 

g(x),x E]Rd 
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Chapter 2 

AVERAGING PRINCIPLE FOR 

MULTIVALUED STOCHASTIC 

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS l 

Let (n, .1', P, {Fth~()) be the underlying stochastic basis, W = {TVt = (TVl,' .. , Wt
d

) : t 2: O} 

a d-dirnensional standard Wiener pro cess and ç {çt: t 2: O} a r-dirnensional strictly 

stationary ergodic pro cess independent of W. Liptser and Stoyanov(1990) studied the 

lirnit behaviour of the family of stochastic processes (XE: f > 0), as f --t 0, where XE is 

the solution of an Itô's stochastic differential equation 

More precisely, under sorne regularity conditions on the coefficients a and b, they 

proved that SllPo::;t::;c1 Ixi - 1 converges in probability towards zero as f --t 0, where 

is the solution of the Itô's stochastic differential equation obtained frorn the equation 

(2.1) by averaging out the fluctuations in the drift terrn arising frorn the stochastic pro cess 

ç: 

1 Published in Random Opemtors and Stochastic Equations 9(4), 399-407. 
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witha(x) lE(a(x,ço)). 

The above result can be considered as stochastic version of the classical Bogolyubov 

averaging principle(see Bogolyubov and Mitropol'skii(19fH)). 

In this paper we consider multivalued stochastic differential equations 

(2.2) 

Ya = Yo 

(2.3) 

Yo = Yo 

where A is a maximal monotone multivalued operator on ]Rd. 

Our goal is to study the asymptotic behaviour of sUPOS;ts;c1 Iyf - Y~I as é goes to zero. 

The paper is organized &'3 follows. In section 2.1 we give some notations and make 

assumptions used throughout. In particular, we recall some definitions and results about 

multivalued maximal monotone operators. Section 2.2 is devoted to the result. 

2.1 Notations and Assumptions 

For any matrix B we put IIBI12 = trace(BB t
) where B t stands for the transpose of B. 

We shall need the following assnmptiolls . 

(Hl) a : .!Rd X !Rr ---t !Rd and b : !Rd ---t .!Rd !Rd are Borel measurable mappings snch 
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that there exists a constant L > 0 satisfying 

Ila(x,z) - a(x',z)ll::; Lllx - x'II, Ilb(x) - b(x')II::; Lill; - x'II 

lIa(x, z)11 ::; L(I + II·TII), /lb(x)11 ::; L(I + /lxll) 

for aIl x, x' E ]Rd and z E ]RT 

(H2) the initial condition Yo E ]Rd is deterrninistic 

(H3) {çt : t 2: O} is an]RT -valued, .rt-progressively rneasurable process 

(H4) nT and ç are two independent pro cesses 

(H5) ç is a strictly stationary process 

Now, let us state sorne definitions and results about rnultivalued operators on ]Rd, 

Definition 2.2 A multivalued operator A on]Rd is an P(]Rd)-valued map defined on ]Rd, 

where P(]Rd) stands for the collection of subsets of ]Rd. 

We respectively denote by Gr(A) and D(A) the graph and the dornain of A : 

Gr(A) {(x, y) E]Rd X ]Rd : y E A(x)} 

D(A) {x E ]Rd : A(x) =1= 0}. 

Definition 2.3 A multivalued operator A on ]Rd is said monotone if 

where (. J .) is the E'uclidian inner product on ]Rd. 

Definition 2.4 A multivalued monotone operator A on ]Rd is said maximal monotone 

if there is no multivalued monotone operator whose graph strictly contains the graph of 
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A,that is: for every (x, y) E IRd 
X IRd such that (x u, y - v) 2: 0 for all (u, v) E Gr(A), 

we have y E A(x). 

Now, let us introduce the Yosida approximation of A which is a sequence (An)n2::1 of 

one valued maximal monotone maps defined on IRd by : 

We have 

1 
(1 + - A) -1 and l is the identity operator on IRd . 

n 

• For aU n 2: 0, An is a Lipschitz continuous map. 

• For aU xE D(A), the set A(x) is closed and convex and hence there exists a unique 

point AO(x), such that IAO(x)1 = min{lyl : y E A(x)}. 

For more details on multivalued maximal monotone operators, the reader can see the 

book of Brézis(1973). 

From now on , A is a maximal monotone operator on IRd such that the interior of D(A) 

is non empty. Under the assumptions (H1)-(H5), the multivalued stochastic differential 

equations (2.2) and (2.3) admit unique solutions which we denote respectively by (yC, ke ) 

and Cft, kt:) in the sense that: 

• { y~ : t 2: O}(resp. {y~ : t 2: O}) is a continuous Ft-adapted pro cess with values 

almost surely in the dosure of D(A). 

• {k~ : t 2: O}(resp. {k~ : t 2: O}) is a continuous IRd-values, Ft-adapted process, 

with finte variation such that k~ = o (resp. k~ = 0) almost surely. 

• 

Y8 Yo 
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resp. 

-E 
Yo = Yo 

• For aIl Ft -adapted couple of continuous pro cesses (a, p) such that for an t ~ ° 
(atl,Bt) E Gr(A), the measure (y[ - at, dk[ - ,Btdt) (resp. (y~ - at, dI:; - Ptdt)) is 

almost surely positive on IR+. 

The proof of existence and uniqueness of solutions of equations (2.2) and (2.3) is a 

straightforward adaptation of methods in Cépa(1994) or Pettersson(1995). 

2.2 Result 

Let us put 

"\7E ~ yE 
It = Y~/E' t 

-E K E kE YtlEl t = E tlE' 

One can prove that (yE, KE) (resp. (yE, KE) ) is the unique solution of the multivalued 

stochastic differential equation 

(2.4) 

dY; + A(Y;)dt :3 a(Y;)dt + b(Y~)d~V[, ° < t :::; 1 , a.s. 

resp. (2.5) 

Y~ = Yo 

For an n ~ 1 and E > 0, let YE,n (resp. ) be the unique solution of the stochastic 
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differential equation 

Yo 

resp. 

We begin by sorne preliminary results. 

Lemma 2.5 Un der assllmptions (Hl)-(H5), we have 

(2.6) 

and 

(2.7) 

Proof. For aIl N 2: 0, E > 0 and n 2: 1, let us put 

i~ inf{O < t < 1 : /yt,nl > N} 

with the convention inf 0 = +00. 

By virtue of Lemma 5.4 in Cépa(1994), there exists 0: E ]Rd and two positive constants 

{3 and J1 such that for aH x E ]Rd, n 2: 1 

Now, by applying Itâ's formula to the process I~~~N - 0:1 2 , we obtain 

/
"7 E

t
n 

l tl\T' N 
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By using the inequality (2.8) and assurnption (Hl), we derive that for all 0 ::; t ::; l 

2 2 

Now, the elernentary inequality xy ::; ~ + ~ irnplies that there exists C = C(o:, fJ, (3~ L) 

such that 

It follows that 

(2.9) 

In view of Burkholder-Gundy inequality for stochastic integrals in Barlow and Prot

ter(1989), we have 
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By virtue of Doob's inequality, we deduce that 

So, it follows from (2.9) and assumption (Hl) that 

Now, Gronwalliemma implies that there exists a constant C = C(a, /1, (3, L) such that 

SllpSUp [lE (Sup I~~~e - a I2)] ~ C < +00. 
,,>0 n2:1 099 N 

By letting N --+ +00, we conlude that 

sup sup [lE (Sup I~e:,n - a I2)] < +00, 
,,>0 n2:1 099 

which yields (2.6). The inequality (2.7) can be derive by the same techniques. • 

We shan need the following integrability condition 

Let us give some situations where condition (2.10) is satisfied. 

(2.10) 

a) If D(A) ]Rd and IAO(x) 1 ~ L(l + lx!) for all x E ]Rd, one can prove by using Lemma 

4 that condition (2.10) is satisfied. 
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b) If A is the subdifferential operator of a proper lower semÎcontinuous convex func

tion <1> : Rd ~ [-00, +(0) then by applying Itô's formula to the semimartingale 

{<I>(~c:,n) : 0 S; t S; 1} and using Lemma 4, one can prove that condition (2.10) is 

also satisfied. 

Proposition 2.6 UndeT asS'Umptions (H1)--(H5) , if we assume that condition (2.10) is 

satisfied, then theTe exists a positive constant C such that for' aU n, m 2: 1 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

Pro of. By virtue of Itô's formula, we have 

a(YE,m (: ) yc:,n _ yE,m)ds 
8 ''>sIE' S S 

1 
By using the fact that 1 Jn + - An 

n 
Am(~t:,m) E A(Jm(~E,m)), we obtain 

A (yE,m) yt:,n ys",m) 
m, s 's 
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A (yc,m) J (yc,n) _ J (yc,m)) 
ms ,ns rns 

< (An(r:~c,n) - Am (Ysc,m) , ~An(Ysc,n) - ~Am(Ysc,m)) 
n m 

:::; -~ IAn (Y"c,n)1 2 
- ~ IAm(y:,m)12 

n rr~ 

Therefore, BurkhOlder-Gundy inequality for stochastic integrals in Barlow and Prot

ter(1989) and assul1lptions (Hl)-(H5) il1lply that there exists a positive constant C such 

that for aU é > 0, n, m 2: 1 

+C (~+~). 
n m 

Tt follows that for an n, m 2: 1 

Now, Gronwalllel1ll1la leads to (2.11). The proof of the inequality (2.12) can be done by 

a sil1lilar argument. • 

Proposition 2.7 Under assumptions (H1)-(H5), ifwe aSS1Lme that condition (2.10) is 
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satisfied, then 

Proof. It follows by proposition 2.6 and the uniqueness of solutiorh'3 of multivalued 

stoehastie differential equations (2.4) and (2.5). • 

Theorem 2.8 Under assumptions (H1)-(H5), if we assume that condition (2.10) is sat

isfied, then for aU 0 2': a 

Hm JI» ( sup Iyf flfl 2': 0) = O. 
1':--'>0 09~ê-l 

Pro of. us note that 

By virtue of Proposition 2.7, for aU 0 > 0, we have 

Therefore for an a, 0 > 0, there exists no 2': a sueh that for an E > a 

( 1 Eno ~I 0) a d 1T1l ( ,.yE,na .yel 0) JI» sup ~' - ~c > - < - an Jr Sup t - t 2': -3 :::; 2 
O~t~l 3 2 099 

Since Ano is Lipschitz, by virtue of Theorem 1 in Liptser and Stoyanov(1990), 

( I,j'éna yE,nol 6) a hm JI» snp l t' - t 2': -3 = . 
ê--'>O 09~1 

Now, by usillg the illequality 
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we deduce 

lim sup JFD (Sup I"y;'é - y~ 1 2': 8) ::; 0:. 
é---->O O<;t::;I 

Since 0: is arbitrary, we conclude that 

lim JFD (Sup I"y;''' - y;, 2': 8) = O. 
é-->O O<;t<;l 

•• 
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Chapter 3 

AVERAGING PRINCIPLE FOR 

DOUBLE ITÔ STOCHASTIC 

PROCESSES 1 

The averaging principle for dynamic sytems plays an important role in problems of C€

lestial mechanics, oscillation theory, control theory, radiophysics, and many others areas. 

The first rigorous result on this subject was given by Bogolyubov (1945), who considered 

the system of ordinary differential equations 

Xo = Xo· 

He formulated a general principle according to which, for é -'> 0, a solution of this system 

on a time interval oflength O(l/é) can be approximated arbitrarily closely by the solution 

of the averaged equation 

X o = Xo, 

l Submitted for publication 
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if the limit - liT F(x) = ,lim rT F(t, x)dt 
1-+00 0 

exists, and the function F(t, x) is bounded and statisfies a Lipschitz condition with 

respect to the space variable. 

Since its introduction, the averaging principle has attracted much attention of many 

authors. For example, Liptser and Stoyanov (1990) studied the asymptotic behaviour of 

an Itô's process (xDt~O whose drift is pertubed by an ergodic stionnary pro cess (çt)t~O : 

(3.1) 

More precisely, under sorne regularity conditions on the coefficients a and b, they proved 

that sUPo:;t:;c1 Ixi - xii converges in probability towards zero as ê ---) 0, where xi is the 

solution of the Itô's stochastic differential equation, obtained from the equation (3.1) by 

averaging out the fluctuations in the drift term arising from the stochastic pro cess ç: 

This result was generalized by Rashemi and Reunis (998), who improved the convergence 

in probability to an almost surely convergence when the ergodicity hypothesis for the 

perturbing process (çt)t~O is strengthened to that of strong mixing. 

On the other hand, the multiple stochastic integrals with respect to a particular 

class of martingales and for random integrands have been introduced by Meyer (1976). 

These integrals were extended by Ruiz de Chavez (1985) for a class of semimartingales. 

Recently, C.Tudor and M.Tudor (2002) considered Double Itô processes that is solutions 

to stochastic differential equations driven by multiple stochastic integrals (see also C. 

Tudor and M. Tudor 1997). This kind of equations include the classical Itô equations, 

integro-differential and sorne classes of Volterra equations. The asymptotic behaviour of 

double Itô pro cesses was first considered in Pérez-Abreu and Tudor (2001) who proved a 
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large deviations principle for these processes. 

In this paper, we consider the following double Itô's stochastic differential equation 

Xo + é i t 

F (Ç8' x~) ds + vfË it 

G(x~)d~Vs + 

+é r K(ctl,ct2,xUdWlIdWt21 
.J C2(t) 

(3.2) 

where ç (çtk::o is a strictly stationary process and C2 (t) = {(t 1 ,t2) E 1R.~ 10::; t l ::; 

t2 ::; t}. 

The averaged equation corresponding to (3.2) is the following equation 

(3.3) 

where 

and 

Our goal is to study the asymptotic behaviour of sUPo::;t::;c1 Ix~ - 1 as é ----'> O. 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 3.1, we give sorne notations and make 

assumptions used throughout. Section 3.2 contains a preliminary result on the estimate 

of the moments of solutions to double Itô stochatic differential equations. Section 3.3 

is devoted to the the main result. The last section is an appendix wherein, we have 

collected sorne results needed for the proof of the main result. 
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3.1 Notations and Assumptions 

Let (D, F, P, {Fd t2:o) be the underlying stochastic basis, (Wdt2:o and (~Vt)t2:0 two linear 

Ft - "Viener pro cesses and ç = {çt : t > O} a one dimension al strictly stationary process. 

For aU t 2: ° we put 

and 

Let LS denote the space of functions a : IR+ ----t IR+ such that a is strictly incre&"ing , 

continuous , concave and J~l+ +00. 

It is c1ear that al(u) = Lu, L > 0, a2(u) = ulloguI 1
-

E, a3(u) = uiloguillog IloguW-E, 

° < é < 1, belong to LS and al, a2, a3 are not Lipschitz. Also, if al, a2 E LS, Cl, 

C2 > 0, Cl C2 > 0, then alCl + a2C2 E LS. 

Let F(t, x), G(t, x) : IR+ xIR ----t IR, H( tl, t 2, y, x) : C2 xIR2 
----t IR, K(tl, t2, x) : xIR ----t 

IR be mesurable functions such that 

(Hl) (Grmvth condition). There exists a constant L > ° satisfying 

Vx E IR, Vy E IR, IF (y, x) 1
2 + IG (x) 1

2 
:::; L(1 + Ix1 2) 

2 2 1 1
2 

V(tl,t2 ) E C2 , Vx E IR, VyEIR, IH(tl,t2 ,y,x) 1 +IK(t1 ,t2 ,x)1 :::;L(l+ x ). 

(H2) (Hûlder-type condition on F, G). There exists a E LS such that: 'lit E IR+ , 

Vx,y E IR, 

IF (t, x) - F (t, y) 1
2 + IG(x) G(y)12:::; a(lx yI2). 
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(H3) (Haider-type condition on H, K). There exists Ci: E LS such that: V (t ll t2 ) E C2 , 

Vz E lR, Vx,y E lR, 

(H4) The initial condition xo E lR is deterministic. 

(H5) (Ç-h2;:o is independent of the Brownian motions (Wt)t>o ) (Wt ) ) strictly station-
.- t2;:O 

ary and satisfies the following strongly mixing condition: 

if 

and Î ( u) is a funetion defined for an u E [0, 00) by 

Î(U) =Sup Sup IlP (A n B) - lP (A) lP (B)I , 
t2;:O AEgô 

BEgrtu 

then Î(u) -+ 0 as U ---t 00. 

(H6) We suppose that the Rosenblatt mixing coefficient Î defined in (H5) satisfies the 

following condition: there are constants () E (1, 00) and fi E (0, 00) such that 

It is clear that the functions F and H satisfy growth and Holder type conditions: 

Vx E lR, Vy E lR, V (t ll t2) E C2, 

lF(xW < L(l + IxI2), jH(tl,t2 ,X)1
2

::; L(l + Ix12) 

jF(x) F(y)j2 < a(lx - yI2), jH(t l ,t2,X) - H(tl,t 21 y)i
2

::; Ci: (1 x yI2). 

Let us put 
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Then, equations (3.2) and (3.3) can be written respectively 

x: xo + lt F(t,s/e' X:)d.s + lt G(X:)dW: + 1 H(t 1 , t2 , t,h/e, X:Jdt 1dt2 
o 0 C2(t) 

+ 1 K(tll t2 , XUdvVt~ Wt~ (3.4) 
c2 (t) 

and 

x: xo + t F(X:)d.s + t G(X:)dvV; + ( H(tl, t2 , X:Jdt 1dt 2 Jo Jo JC2(t) 

+ 1 K(t 1 , t2 , X:1 )dWt~ Wt~· 
C2(t) 

(3.5) 

Let C([O, 1]) denote the vector space of alllR-valued continuous functions defined over the 

unit interval endowed with the uniform norm 

Ilcplloo = SUp Icptl, V cp E C([O, 1]). 
0'S:t9 

We put 

~~ = X: X:, Vt E [0,1]. 

Let us note that 

II~elloo sup lX: - X:I = sup Ix~ - x~l· 
O~t~l O~t~e-l 

Vnder conditions (Hl)-(H5), C. Tudor and M. Tudor (2002) have proved the existence 

and uniqueness of solutions to equations (3.4) and (3.5). 
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3.2 Preliminary Result 

Lemma 3.9 Assume condit'ions (Hl)-(H5). Then, for every p E [2, +(0), theTe ex'ists 

posii'ive constants C(p) and C(p) such that 

where Xê and Xê are the solutions of equations (3.4) and (3.5) respectively. 

Proof. For every p E [1, +(0) and t E [0,1], we have 

IXil'P ô: 52p (lxol2V + Il F(f,*,X;)df Il G(X:)dW:!" 

+ j, H (t l , t" ç "1" Xi, )dt l dt, 'v +! K (it, t2, XfJdWt~ dWt~ 2

P

) . 
C2(t) • C2(t) 

It follows that 

In view of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and condition (Hl),we have 

sup 1 r F(esjê' X~)dSI2P < fol IF(eS/ê) X!) 1
2P 

ds 
O'S:t::;1 Jo Jo 

< LP 1\1 + IX.~12)Pds 
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Therefore 

JE; (snp 1 t F(f,s/f:l X:) dS I

2P

) ::; 2P
LP t (1 + JE; (snp IX~12P)) ds. 

09::;1 Jo Jo o:S;u:S;s 

By virtue of Burkh61der-Davis-Gundy inequality, there exists a positive constant C(depending 

ollly on p) such that 

Therefore, by using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and condition (Hl), we obtain 

JE; (Sup 1 t G(X:)dvv:1
2P

) ::; 22P
CLP t (1 + E (SUP IX~12P)) ds. (3.7) 

09:S;1 Jo Jo O:S;u:S;s 

Now, 

L"" H (t" t2 , ",,;,, Xi,)dt, dt2 l' Cl" H(t" t" ""/,, X[, )dt,) dt,. 

So, Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and condition (Hl) lead to 

Therefore, 

JE; (sup 
09::;1 

E (SUP. IX~12P)) ds. 
O:S;uSs 

(3.8) 
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Let us note that 

Since the process t 

BurkhOlder-Davis-Gundy inequality, there exists a positive constant C(depending only 

on p) such that 

Now, for any 11 the process U 1----+ Jou K{v, X[l)dWt~ is a martingale. Consequently, by 

applying BurkhOlder-Davis-Gundy inequality and condition (Hl), there exists a constant 

C (depending only on p) snch that 

Therefore, 

lE (sup 
O<Çt9 

By combining the ineqnalities (3.6) to (3.9), one can show that there exists a positive 

constant C (depending only on L, p) such that 

lE (Sup IX: 12P) ~ C (1 + t lE (SUP. IX~12P)) ds. 
O<Çt9 Jo O<Çu:5s 

Hence, by virtue of Gronwall inequality, we deduce that 

lE (Sup IX: 12P) ~ C(p). 
O<Çt9 
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The same calculations show that 

• 

3.3 Main Result 

Theorem 3.10 Assume conditions (Hl) to (H6). Then we have 

limE ( snp Ix~ - 12) = 0 
e->O 0:s;t:Çc 1 

wheTf: {xi 1 0 :::; t :::; E-1} and {xf 1 0 :::; t :::; E-1} are the 'uniq'ue strong soZ.utions of (3.2) 

and (3.3) respectively. 

Proof. We have 

+ r [H(t 11 t2,et l/e'X[) - H(t 1 ,t21 )] dt 1dt2 
}c2 (t) 

+ r [K(tl,t2,XIJ-K(tl,t21 )]dWt~dvVt:. 
}c2(t) 

Therefore, 

~~ lt [F(es/e 1 X:) - F(es/e J X:)] ds 

+ lt [F(es/e'Xs") - F(Xs )] ds + lt [G(X,~) G(Xs")] dVV: 

+ r [H(t 11 t2 ,et l/e,X[J - H(tl,t2,etl/",X:J] dt 1dt2 
} c2 (t) 

+ r [H(tl,t2,etde,X:J-H(tl,i21 )J dit dt2 
}c2(t) 
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(3.10) 

Let us put 

It foIlows that for every t E [0, 1] 

By using conditions (H2) and (H3), we derive that for aIl t E [0; 1] we have 

l') ds + 61l !'(S)d{ 61l [G(X:) G(X:)] dw:I' 

(3.11) 

In view of Burkhülder-Davis-Gundy inequality, there exists a positive constant C such 

that 
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By virtue of condition (H2), we have 

Now l since Cl: is concave, we have 

Therefore, 

lE [Sup 1 r [G(X~) - G(XU

C

) J dlV~ 12] s: c t Cl: (lE (Sup 1~~12)) ds. (3.12) 
O<;s<;t Jo Jo O<;u<;s 

In view of the concavity of Ci: for every t E [D, 1], we have 

(3.13) 

Let us note that 

J [K (tl,t2,XfJ - K (t 1 ,t2,X;JJ dWt~dWt~ 
C2(S) 

- .ls (lt2 

[K (tll t2) X:J - K (tl' t2) X~J J dWt~ ) dWt~· 

Since the process{ J; (J;2 [K (h) t2, XiJ - K (tl) t2, X~J J dWt~) dWt~ : s 2: D} is a mar

tingale, Burkhûlder-Davis-Gundy inequality implies that there exists a positive constant 
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C such that 

E (SUp 1 f [K (t 1,t2,X:J - K (tl,t2,X~JJ dWt~dWt~12) 
O::;s::;t JC2(S) 

< OlE (1' (t [K (tl,t"Xf,) K (tl' t"X;.)] dW,',) , dt,) 

< C l' fi, (1" [K (tl' t" Xf,) - K (tl, t" X;.)] dW",)' dt, 

< C tE(SUp 1 t[K(t 1,t2,X:J K(tl,t2,X:JJdVVt~12)dt2. 
Jo O::;s::;t Jo 

Now, for every v E [0,1], the process {J~~ [K (tl,V,X[J K (tl,v,X~JJ dWt~ : s 2:: O} 

is a martingale. Therefore, BurkhOlder-Davis-Gundy inequality implies that there exists 

a positive constant C such that 

E (sup fS 1 [K (tl' t2) X:J K (tl) t2, X~J ] dWfll2) 
o::;s::;tJo 

< E (lt 

IK (tl) t2) X%J K (tl) t2) X;J 12dt1) . 

Thanks to condition (H3), it follows that 

(3.14) 

In view of the concavity of Cl', we have 

Let 
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By combining (3.11) to (3.15), we deduce that 

where 

In view of Lemma A.13, for every t E [0, 1] 

gé (t) < G-1 [G (gO (c )) + C l t 

ds 1 
< G -1 [G (gO (c )) + C] . 

where G(r) = J; ( d:)() 
0:+0: S 

We have G(r) ---+ 00 as r ---+ 0 and G- 1(r) ---+ 0 as r -00. 

Therefore, it remains to prove that lim go(c) = O. 
é--->O 

To this end let us note that 

L,(,) h'(t1, t2 )dt1dt, ~ l' (1" h'(t1, t,)dt 1) dt, 

18 (l t2 

[H (t1' t2 , Çtdél X;J H (t1' t2 , X;JJ dt1) dt2 

lB/é (l t2 

[H (ct l , ct2 , Çtl' X:tJ - H (ctl, ct2 , x:tJ ] dt l ) dt 2 • 

For each <P E C [0,1] and c > 0, we put 

<Pêtj)Jdtl if O::;t::; 

if c-1 < t < 00. 
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In view of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Condition (Hl), for every tE [O,e-1], we have 

So, for an t E [0, +(0) 

(4L) -1/2 (1 + 11<1\11:"(0) )-1/2 1 (t ffi\ 1 < 1 'i' aé; ,'i') _ . 

Let us put 

8(5) (4Lr-1/2 (1 + 1I<I>II~r1/2 (t, <1». 

Since e > 1 in Condition (H3), there exists () E (0, +(0) such that e > 1 + ~. 
We have 

JE(8(5)) a and 

By applying Lemma A.12 with 

8(5) (4L)-1/2 (1 + 1I<I>II~rl/2 a,,(t, <1», AI = 1, and rl as in Condition (H3) 

there exists r E (0, +(0), f3 E (a, +(0) such that 

It follows that 
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Now, let 

For aIl ° ~ t ~ u < 00 

where h(t, u) = 

By applying Lemma A.lI with Y = lR!., T = 0, U = 

obtain the existence of a constant A such that 

, f1 = 2 (3, 1 = 1 + ~ l we 

Therefore, 

It follows that 

lE ( Sup 1 ft ae(s, ip)dS I

2

) 
O::;t::;e- 1 Jo < [lE ( sup 1 t ae:(s, ip)ds l2+fJ)] 

o::;t::;e- 1 Jo 
< 4(Af)2;P L (1 + Ilipll~) ê. (3.16) 

In view of the fact that ç is independent of the Brownian motions W and W by using 

(3.16), we have 
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where /li'; is the law of the process Xi'; which does not depend on E. 

It follows that 

which leads to 

For the proof of 

it suffices to put 

F( <PéS )] ds if 0 s:: t s:: 
if E- 1 < t < 00. 

and use analogous calculations as above .• 
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Appendix A 

Appendix 

In this appendix we collect sorne results which are needed for the proof of the main result. 

Lemma A.II Let 0 < T < U < 00 and {Q (t), T :::; t :::; U}be a process on some proba

bility space (0,.1", lF) taking values in a sepamble nOTmed vector space Y with norm Il.11 

such that 

a) t f----7 Q(t,w) is continuous on [T,U] fora.a.w 

b) there are constants r E (1, (0) and IL E (0, (0) such that: VT:::; t :::; u :::; U, 

E IIQ(u) - Q(t) III" :::; [h(t, u)P 

where h( t, u) is a non-negative continuons function defined for T :::; t :::; u :::; U 

satisfying 

VT:::; t:::; u:::; U, h(t, u) + h(u, v) :::; h(t,7J). 

Then there exists some constant A E (0, (0) depending only on IL and r such that : 

Proof. It is just a Corollary of Theorern 1 in Longnecker and Serfiing (1977) .• 
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Lemma A.12 Suppose that {4>( s), s E [O,oo)} is a zer-o-mean JRd -'Valued jointly measur-

able pmcess on (n, F, lF) s1tch that 

[ 
2+0] (a) E 114>(s)11 :s; M ,\::fs E [0,(0), for- some constants M,o E (0,00); 

(b) ther-e ar-e a -algebms {9!, 0 :s; s :s; t :s; oo} o'Ver- n su ch tha t 9! c 9~ c F for- all 

0< u < s < t < 1I:S; 00, and s --+ 4>(s) is 9:-measumblefor- each s E [0,(0); 

(c) ther-e ar-e constants e E (1 + 20-1, (0) and 'Tl E (0, (0) su ch that a(u) :s; 'TlU -() , \::fu E 

[1,(0) wher-e 

a(u)=SllP sup IlF(AnB)-lF(A)lF(B)1 
t~O AEQS 

BEQ~u 

Then ther-e ar-e constants r E [0, (0) and f3 E (0, (0) su ch that 

u 2+/3 

111 4>(s)dS II :s; r(u - t)l+~, \::fa :s; t :s; u :s; 00 

wher-e rand f3 depend only on the constants M, 0, 'Tl and e in (a) and (c). 

Proof. It is a straightforward adaptation of Theorem 2.1 in Sotres and Ghosh 

(1977) .• 

Lemma A.13 (Bihari's inequality). Let u and 11 be two continuous fundions on [0,1] 

and H another- continuous function from JR+ into itself which is mor-eover- nondecr-easing 

and such that H (r-) > 0 for- r- > 0 . If tI~er-e exists Ua E JR+ such that : 

\::ft :s; 1u(t) :s; Uo + lt 

v(s)H(u(s))ds 

th en 

u(t) < C- 1 [C(UO) + l t 

V(S)dS] 

for- all t E [0,1] such that 

C(UO) + l t 

v(s)ds E Dom(C- 1
) 
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where G(r) = J;' :/ts) for r ;:: 0 and G-1is the inverse function of G . 

In particular if moreover uo = 0 and Jo+ +00 , then for all t ::; 1 u(t) = O. 

Lemma A.14 (Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality). Let p > O. There exists posi

tives constants cp and Cp su ch that for ail continuous local martingale Iv! (A1t )t 

where Mt = sup 1 AIs 1 . 

O:S;s:S;t 

Lemma A.15 (Gronwall). Let 9 : [0, Tl 
aU t, 

]R a continuous function such that, for 

g(t) ::; a + b i t 

g(s)ds, a E ]R, b;:: O. 

Then for all t 

g(t) < aexp(bt). 

Lemma A.16 (Itô 's formula). Let X a Itô process wûh values in]Rn : fori = 1,·· ", n 

Xi Xi + lt le ds+ ~ lt Hi,k dWk 
i 0 s L s S' 

o k=l 0 

If f E C1,2 ([0, Tl x ]Rn) then 

f(O,Xo) + l' O,f(s,X,)ds+ t 1'a,,j(s,X,)dX: 

+~ i~ l' ô;"x)(s,X,)d (Xi,XJ) , 
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